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ABSTRACT
Tensegrity systems are mass efficient structural elements that use axially loaded components to achieve a
three-dimensional shape. The talk focusses on recent advances in automated manufacturing and assembly
of integrated mass-efficient deployable tensegrity structures. Mechanics and topologies associated with
novel tensegrity bending structures, prisms and plates are presented. The manufacturing automation
activities for on orbit assembly and manufacturing of the deployment of polymorphous satellite systems
engendered by the innovative structures and tensegrity building blocks are detailed. Advances in space
robotics, flexible electronics, sensing and actuation technologies will be used to demonstrate the mass-
efficient structural system operations, including autonomous assembly and in-space manufacturing of
multifunctional structural modules. A set of technical demonstrations showcase an autonomous operation
of the modular multifunctional structural systems that form the building blocks of a large space structures.
A second set of experiments that show a robotic manufacturing system that builds the tensegrity modules
from a combination of raw and prefabricated materials. Novel approaches for projectile 3D printing of
free-flying space robotic platforms will provide glimpses of space robotics in the future.
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